Episode 401: “Paranoia, Paranoia, Paranoia”
For the first time in stranded history, 21 all-stars have been reassembled to see
what happens when former friends, enemies and in some cases strangers, get together to
relive the experience of a lifetime. Will new bonds form? Will old rivalries resurface? Only
time will tell as we search for the last person to be:

The all-stars have been divided into 3 distinct tribes, each consisting of 7
castaways from an original season of Stranded. The castaways will be forced to confront
their past from day one.

Bolivia, Day 1

From the first season, Stranded in Bolivia, which will always wear red, we join:

Alicia (8th place) - I am best known for losing all the immunity challenges lol. I dont think my game
play will change, there’s not a chance in hell that I’ll win. I look forward to voting off Grechen.

Colleen (The only non All-star) - *cracking my knuckles* What am I known for? Winning, being a do
or die player and going down swinging. Cunning and little deadly- yet still sneaking through -can I
do it again? My gameplay will definitely be the same as it's always been -observe, observe,
observe. Blur the lines and make sure everyone feels connected to me. Weed through the bullshit
and build a team of people I can trust above all else. And of course, have fun and a laugh while
doing it. I have no idea who anyone is in this -so, it's kind of refreshing -like a clean slate. No
nagging concern that I have to watch out for someone before the game happens, etc. It's all new
for me. Now how much people know about me is another issue -and will have to be on my toes
about it. Am I nervous? heck yeah. But also, I've been so lucky before and always proud of the
way I've played, so I'm already on like my ninth life in these crazy things, so however far I get is
all gravy. But I certainly will be thinking. it's game on for me!
Greg (Quit) – I am best known for complaining. I will be sweet, polite and nice to everyone,
including Joel. Not a chance in Hell I can win. I like all the Bolivian All-Stars.
Gretchen (9th place) – I guess I am best known for being completely blindsided by Joel? It's hard to
remember! Bolivia was my very first ORG, so I hope I've learned a lot since then. Then, I spilled
my guts to everyone - I never filtered out any information and didn't "get" the lying/deception
aspect of the game. This time, I realize you can't just give up all the goods. We'll see if I can end
up with a different outcome. I always *think* I can win. So far, that hasn't happened. I don't know
any of the people on the other tribes, so I'll have to say I'm looking forward to voting all of them
out! I've let bygones be bygones from Bolivia, so I have no hard feelings against anyone here.
Kelly (6th place) - I was fairly popular in the beginning of my season, The Challenge threat, the one
to beat, and then Gretchen-gate happened which eventually led to my demise. This season I'm
gonna try and be less trusting, really not be afraid to stand up and take the game into my hands
and be here more often. Do I think I can win? hmm I wouldn't want to jinx myself... So i'm just
gonna say stay tuned... I'm so glad to be here with Gretchen again, i wanna mend our fences, and
I kinda wanna get rid of Rudy.
Rudy (3rd place) - I think I'm best known for pushing the Kelly boot and generally not being able to
show up for the first half of the game, who ended up being a Joel-lite. I think my game play will
change a lot in the sense that I'm going to be a lot more active and involved in the dynamics of
my tribe. I'm not going to be known as the guy who got dragged by Joel anymore after this
season. I think I have a great shot at winning. I'm very social and a good a more stealthy
manipulator compared to most, which is what it's going to take in an All Stars game like this! I'm
looking most forward to voting Gretchen out, simply because I know she doesn't like me, and I
don't like her. I don't believe we ever patched things up after finishing Bolivia, so I'll have to get
on that. I'm a smart person, I know I'll probably need Gretchen somewhere along the line, so
while I do look forward to the time I can write her name down again, it won't be anytime soon.
Susan (2nd place) – Best known for aligning with Gretchen and Greg while being a final 2 goat.
Gretchen and Greg, both infamous allies from Bolivia, reunite for the first time since
the first season ended.
Gretchen - is it you?!? Is it really you?? I can't believe we're both playing another poody game!
Greg - HEY GRETCH! I squealed with joy when I saw you on! I can't believe it either, but he was
just so persistent, lol. After Bolivia I played John Kenney in Vanuatu and did pretty well just by

being nice to everyone. So I hope that approach works again. Whatever happens, good luck to
you. You deserved to go much further than you did in our last Bolivia game and after you got
voted out, I had trouble keeping my enthusiasm in the game up. Let's hope we do well this time!
Gretchen - I'm so psyched you're here. This should be fun, but I am seriously crazy. I'm playing not
one, not two, but THREE games right now. I'm out of my mind!
Greg – CONFESSIONAL - Gretchen and I are taking the same tranquilizers so we'll probably
be buddies since we're on the same wavelength now.
Gretchen approaches her rival, Rudy, and attempts to bury the hatchet.
Gretchen - how the hell are ya Rudy?
Rudy - Rudy's Doing well How about you Gretchy?!
Gretchen - me too. I just want you to know something though - Bolivia was my very first ORG, and I
had such a bad time with it I swore I'd never play another game again. But I did, and I realized it's just a game, and you're not going to have any fun unless you treat them that way. So I don't
have any hard feelings against anyone I played with the first time, okay?
Rudy - Oh well that's refreshing to hear Gretchen. I hold no grudges against anyone, because I
wouldn't want them to hold them against me you know what I mean?
Gretchen - bingo. Once a game is done, it's done. Hell, I can't even remember who was playing all
of us except for Joel - and I don't know where the Bolivia board even is anymore.
Rudy - hey! I was more inactive than active anyway so I don't care what happened!
Gretchen - you were! and that was my first lesson: sometimes, you don't have to be around at all
to make it far into a game. But me? I'm so compulsive about these things I just can't help but
show up all the time. Weren't you having trouble with aol or something back then?
Rudy - Yes, please don't remind me. I refused to download firefox for some reason... which would
have solved ALL my problems. lol When he switched the merged tribe to challenge area, that was
when I could sign back on for some reason.
For most members of the Bolivia tribe, they haven’t spoken to one another almost a
year. The game is more of a reunion for some. Kelly doesn’t waste any time getting
reacquainted.
Kelly – CONFESSIONAL - Oh My God This is insane, I can't believe i'd actually come back!
and here I am. I really feel like I have to prove myself this time and that I can really go the
distance. I was so close last time, but freakin Joel man....well it's all different this time.... What
a twist....we have a tribe member that wasn't in out original season, Colleen....I have a feeling
that it's Ravu...it's too obvious, the most notorious player of both seasons 1 and 2 not being
here...we gotta get rid of her quick...
Kelly - Oh my heck! second chance! this time, you and me to the end...promise?
Gretchen - I don't see why the hell not, since that skank Joel isn't around! I can't believe I ever
agreed to play another season, but hell - bygones are bygones. Bolivia was the first time I ever
played one and I almost never played ever again!
Kelly - yeah this time, you and me to the final 2, no matter what, alright?
Gretchen - I can't wait. I'm completely out of my mind agreeing to play this again!

Kelly - yeah this is nuts that we agreed, we're playing against huge characters this season, we're on
a tribe with frakkin Rudy, Greg, Sue and Alicia. Hey Gretch, what do you think about revisiting
the all-girl alliance idea?
Gretchen - if we can get the rest of the girls to show up! Who else is there? Susan and ...? Colleen?
Just had to check the memberlist. I don't remember Colleen AT ALL. Was she even there? Why
don't I remember her?
Kelly - hold on...yeah! Colleen wasn't in our season at all! looks like we have a mole
Gretchen - maybe that's what Jeff meant when he said only one contestant was allowed to talk
about the season outside the tribe. Interesting - new player? I wonder if Colleen is really Joel? I
don't believe for a second he wouldn't be a part of Allstars. What do you think? Especially since
he announced way ahead of time that Joel said no.
Kelly - the Colleen being Joel is my theory too, to be safe, we gotta get rid of her early
Gretchen - deal. let's keep our eyes on "her".
Kelly - this is weird, we're back in the game! this time we gotta compare notes, us keeping stuff
from each other last time was what did us in. oh oh...should we pretend we hate each other?
Gretchen - that's an idea! Man there sure is a lot of drama with Shane, etc. Good grief!!
Kelly - yeah here's to hoping they vote him off early
Gretchen – CONFESSIONAL - First off, I don't believe for one second that RavuRules isn't
playing this game somewhere. Second, Kelly is already FREAKING ME OUT by saying "you and me
to the end no matter what, right? RIGHT??" So I have to wonder if it's really Kelly, or if it's
someone else.
All the talk of the Bolivia tribe is surrounding the new castaway Colleen and the
mysterious absence of the most popular contestant, two-time winner, Joel.
Rudy - Hey you! How have ya been doing since bolivia?
Kelly - hey! i've been good...i have a degree now and more free time...how've you been?
Rudy - Woah, a degree! That must be amazing! Well I've been really well. Just hanging out and
moving along.
Kelly - awesome possum, what are your theories about the new mystery player? Colleen?
Rudy - New player Colleen?!
Kelly - she wasn't in our original season and yet she's in our memberlist
Rudy - maybe she's the twist this season...
Kelly - Oh wow, I forgot all about twists!
Rudy - So who is our tribe comprised of, and why has only 3 of us shown up so far?!
Gretchen - you, me, Kelly, Sooosan, Greg, Alicia, Colleen. Just seven. I don't remember Colleen.
she must be the one "new" player Jeff mentioned. but I just saw Greg logged on a second ago
then he disappeared.
Rudy - oh, is that what he meant? Hmm well why does the new girl have to be on OUR tribe?! Haha
Gretchen - I'm not convinced it's someone new. In an allstars game? With all returning players? I
don't think so.
Rudy - I guess you do have a point there. Hmm maybe someone froma much earlier season?
Gretchen - Jeff said there was one "new" player. I don't remember Colleen from ours, and neither
does Kelly. She thinks it might actually be Joel.
Rudy - Oh please no.
I'd have a heart attack.
Gretchen - I'm keeping my eyes out for his appearance somewhere. I'm convinced he's here.

Rudy - Please don't say that. I'm willing to put things in the past, but not exactly willing to accept
RR back into my life!
Kelly - Hey Greg! how're ya doin!?
Greg - Hi Kelly! <3 This is wild -- I didn't know the All Stars involved us getting back together. I
thought we got to choose a new character! Well, all in all we had a great game in Bolivia and I
want to wish you good luck before we get this new season going. I hope all the Bolivians get to be
one tribe. That would be great, since we all went to Hell and Back together
Kelly - yeah Greg, all the Bolivians are in the same tribe, although we have a mystery player
though in Colleen...she wasn't in our original season... oh, Greggy, wanna make a deal? you, me
and Gretch final 3?
Greg - I see it is Alicia, Colleen, Greg, Gretchen, Kelly, Rudy and Susan. No Joel? No Amber; No Kel
(that's hard to believe!) I plan to let you and Gretchen know what I learn. But Rudy is so good at
this that it might be a good idea to keep him around for as long as possible. And of course I
remember Susan and Alicia from the first season and they were lots of fun too; but I don't have as
close a relationship with them as I do with you, Gretch and Rudy. Do you think Colleen was
someone in our season who wanted to change nics? Or someone from a different season but was
stuck with us to even out the tribe numbers? Right now, I'm up for a Greg-Kelly-Gretch working
alliance and maybe later we can seal the bond with an F3 when we get a better grasp on how this
is gonna play out. (like who is not coming to challenges or TCs, etc)
Kelly - completely agree with everything you said. Oh, Me and Gretch have this ongoing theory that
Colleen is Joel in disguise, considering he's the most notorious player ever and he's not in AllStars. But yeah we gotta keep an eye on her. Remember how awesome we were in the first
challenge last time? ready for a repeat performance?
The first official alliance of Stranded with All-stars is born.
Kelly - Gretchen, I sent a letter of intent to Greg about a threesome alliance to the end, just a
heads up...the three of us could rule this season.
Gretchen - what did he say?
Kelly - Greg is in for our our alliance, he's also told me that he'll share his info with only the two of
us. And how he likes Rudy, Susan and Alicia and wouldn't mind a f6 alliance with them, but that
we are his core.
Gretchen - ok then!
Gretchen – CONFESSIONAL - trying to pin me to an agreement already? Of course I'm going
to say yes, duh - but it doesn't mean it will hold to the end, especially after you screwed me last
time!
gee, I guess I haven't let all the bygones go! I'm really looking forward to playing with
Greg again
The first alliance is already having trust issues.
Gretchen - Did you say all this or is she trying to control me?
Greg - Yes, that is more or less the truth of what I told her. But I never said I would share info with
JUST her and you --- she threw the word just in. Maybe Colleen is the old Kelly and the new Kelly
is the old Joel. I'm starting to see some similarities in how the new Kelly is and how the old Joel
was. Hmmmmmmmmmmmmm!??!!

Gretchen - I'm starting to think maybe it is Kelly, just a very nervous one. I went back to LTS to see
if I could find the cast list for Bolivia (I can't remember who most people are) and there were a
few blips from awhile ago that Ravu Rules pussed out on Allstars for some bitchy reason. So
maybe it's not him? I dunno. All I know is that I'm not really comfortable with how pushy Kelly is
being right now. This is going to be FUN!
Jeff Probst unveils the mystery surrounding the new castaway, Colleen.
Jeff Probst - Alright so I debated telling you guys, but I think it's fair you know since youre her
tribemates. Truth is I couldnt get Ravu Rules to play because well... he's a twat and he pussied
out of all-stars. Although I don't doubt he's snuck in as someone else around here...
So i
thought, who could i get to take his place? It had to be someone equally infamous. So I went way
back to my original series, the one before Stranded. This person won the first season of that
series and went on to win some other seasons/games. She is known as Colleenlover on
Survivorsucks. She played as Colleen three times in my old series. Since colleen was also from
Borneo, I thought it would be perfect. Truth is I had a hard time getting people from Bolivia to
play because it was a long time ago, so I felt this was the perfect solution. Now I realise me
telling you all of this will put a target on her back and is slightly unfair, but let's face it, she has
a target on her back already being the only person to not have played in an All-star season. So
guys, without further adue, I give you Colleen!
Alicia - you mean EVERYONE came back from all stars? (besides colleen)
Colleen - Ouch! no pressure there, huh? But checking in and ready to kick butt. Let's win it, guys!
Gretchen - am I the only one who has no idea who anyone is from the other games? Hell I can
barely remember who people are from my own game!
Kelly - so the mystery of Colleen has been unravelled...welcome to the Bolivia family Colleen!
Colleen - hugs and cheers all around! let's win this sucker!
Gretchen - BOLIVIAOWNAGE!
Rudy - Well I welcome you with WIDE OPEN ARMS!!!
Colleen - excellent -big hug right back. do we need any strategy for the challenge? Everyone going
to be there?
Kelly - group hug! we should all like run to challenge beach already
Greg - I'll do a group hug now -- before we get all smelly from living in the jungle. Good luck
Colleen! And big juicy kisses to Alicia!
Gretchen is among the first to welcome Colleen to Stranded.
Gretchen - I'm glad I'm not completely losing my mind, not remembering you from the game!
Bolivia was the only Stranded game I played in, so I have no preconceived notions about anyone!
Colleen - perfect -I don't think I know anyone. Just starting to peek around -and will be here for
any challenge. However, this site seems to be running really, really slow for me. are you having
the same problem? And as long as I'm here let's make the game fun! And crush the competition!
Gretchen - agonizingly slow! yes, let's have fun
Seeing an opportunity, Rudy vouches for Colleen.
Rudy - That Colleen chick I know her from other games, and she's really nice! I'm glad she's on our
tribe instead of RR...

Gretchen - me too! I don't know her, but anyone but RR.
Rudy - Hhahah, anyone but him!!
Gretchen wastes no time relaying that information back to her best ally, Greg.
Gretchen - oy!
Greg - Rudy and Ravu are palsy walsy Who do you wanna vote? Colleen? Something weird... in Jeff's
post, he told us who she is (her real nic) but he never told her who we are in his post. Which
makes me wonder if Colleen already knows because he played Bolivia
Gretchen - Interesting...very interesting. But I'd hate to knock someone out because we "think"
they might be someone. Then again, Jeff hinted that Joel might be here as someone else. At this
point, since Sue is a no-show, I'd rather vote for her, even if Colleen may be Joel. What do you
think?

Aruba, Day 1
From the 2nd season, Stranded in Aruba, which will always wear blue, we join:

Bob Dawg (4th place) - To those who don't know me, I'm well known for suffering delusions of
grandeur and in the process, ruining every chance I had of winning. I spared with most of the
cast, sent taunting pms to jury members, made lame brain comments describing my lack of self
assurence, and my macho attitude. This season,thats all changed. I'm going to be much more
personable(though no less entertaining, probably more actually),and this time I've prepared. I've
been conversing with potential applicants and various contacts, trying to build a profile of
everyone and making contingency plans to sabatoge everyone.
Cirie (14th place) - I think most fans of the season would regard me a resourceful and threatening
strategist. I happened to be eliminated early based on extraneous circumstances and some
unfortunate twists. As a result, this Allstars season is a welcomed opportunity and a second
chance to prove my aptitude in these games.
Judd (8th place) - I think I came out of Aruba known as the hardcore strategist and dominant game
player, and obviously that puts a big target on my back going into this. I mean, from very early
on in that season, I was perceived as the biggest threat in the game, and I think when I left, I was
still seen as the best player out there, so I've got to kind of cover my ass going into an All-Star
season with such a huge reputation following me.
Melinda (2nd place) - I'm just kind of playing it by ear at the moment... I haven't really developed
any sort of strategy yet. But I am not happy about this tribe one bit... FUCKING JUDD, BOB
DAWG, AND SHANE! GRRRRRRRRRR
Misty (3rd place) – I’m best known for being an outcast and underdog overcoming tremendous odds.
Rafe (7th place) - Sadly, I think I'm best known for getting about 8 bazillion votes, and for being Mr.
Untrustworthy. Hopefully, my game play will be better in the beginning than it was last season. It
took me a few days to really get in the swing of things, and I think that definitely hurt me. That's
the big thing I'd like to change initially, but I also won't be able to be around as much as I'd like,
so we'll see how that goes. At this point, I don't think I can win. I think it may be difficult to even
make the merge with this tribe, since other than Judd they were all together at the beginning
last time. Hopefully they won't just decide to boot Judd and myself initially, because that would
be the easy thing to do.
Shane (10th place) - SHANE WAS KNOWN FOR HIS CRAZY ASS IN ARUBA. SHANE DOESN'T HOLD SHIT
BACK, ITS A FULL OUT SPRINT AND I'LL TELL ANYONE OFF I FUCKING HAVE TO, AND EVERYONE

KNOWS IT. SHANE WILL PLAY THE SAME EXACT FUCKING GAME AS LAST TIME. SHANE DOESN'T FEEL
HE CAN WIN, BUT HE KNOWS HE CAN MAKE AN IMPACT. LOOKING FORWARD TO PLAYING WITH
JUDD, HE WAS THE MAN IN ARUBA.
Former arch-nemesis Shane and Misty reunite and clean their slates.
Misty - Well, this is a surprise. We got divided up into our seasons...
Also kind of surprised
Terry and Danielle are lurking and not playing.
Shane - YEA, I GUESS THEY SUCKED TO MUCH TO MAKE ALL STARS. GO BLUE ALL THE WAY. WE
HAVE NOT SEEN EYE TO EYE IN ARUBA, BUT LETS FUCKING WIN!
Meanwhile Shane rekindles a former alliance in Judd.
Judd - This is going to be some crazy shit. I have a sinking feeling you and I may find ourselves
quickly outnumbered by the same incompetent players that sealed our fates the last time
around.

But hey, it's good to see you again, still in your top form, I see. Believe me, Lill and

Amanda are quick to rile. You should be able to have a hell of a lot of fun trashing them.
Shane - LOOK, I MAY BE CRAZY, BUT IM NOT STUPID. SHANE WOULD LIKE TO REQUEST SOMETHING
WITH YOU. YOU KNOW THAT WE HAD A LITTLE SOMETHING SOMETHING GOING AT THE END OF
ARUBA, AND I KNOW FOR GODS SAKE THAT YOU ARE THE BEST PLAYER IN THIS GAME, AND I TRUST
YOU. I WANT TO BE ALLIED WITH YOU. IT WAS MY PLAN FROM THE START, AND IF YOU WONDER
WHY TO BE ALLIED WITH ME? NO ONE WOULD SEE IT COMMING, AND WE CAN BRING IN OTHERS,
MISTY AND CIRIE ARE DEFINITLY GREAT PLAYERS LIKE YOURSELF. I AM ALSO THE SHIELD FOR YOU,
IF U THINK OF IT THAT WAY.
Judd - Of course I want to ally with you, man. We're a few of the only people who really get this
game, and better yet, you're not dull as shit like most of these people. Plus, I'm worried as hell
about the people we've got on this tribe, because I can see many of them gunning for us
hardcore. We just really need to watch each others' back big time, because it'd be so easy for us
to be targeted as the big players. We don't want the Ambers of this ASS to win this, now do we?
Shane - WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT CIRIE TO BE WITH US? I JUST PMED HER, LOOK WE KNOW
THAT YOU, CIRIE AND I ARE THE PLAYERS ON THIS TRIBE. MISTY IS TOO, BUT NOT IN THE SAME
WAY. RAFE, BOB DAWG? WTF! THEY HAVE NO BUSSINESS HERE.
Judd - I'm down with having Cirie, for sure. 4's a majority, so if we can pull in Misty or Melinda, we
might actually have a shot. We just need to make sure the people who don't deserve to be here
don't continue to survive in this game, because if they do, it'll be at the expense of players like
us. I'm talking to Cirie, and I'm seeing where this goes. I definitely hope we can get the best
players together, because that'll make for the most fun game.
Judd – CONFESSIONAL - Shane and I hit it off immediately, as expected, since we got along
so well in Aruba. Our villainous pairing should make for plenty of epic schemes, should it stick
together, which I have every intention of trying to make happen. Shane can be a very loyal
player, and while I'll never be able to trust him 100%, I'm going to aim to keep him on my side
and I've got no problem going all the way to the end with him. Both of us are damn good players
who are willing to take risks in this game, and that's great team up together like this.
Shane gets to work pulling in Cirie.

Shane - LOOK. THIS HAS BEEN A LONG ASS TIME COMMING. COMMING INTO THIS GAME, I WANTED
TO ALLY WITH YOU AND JUDD, (MAYBE MISTY). ITS OBVIOUS THAT YOU ARE A GREAT PLAYER,
AND I DON'T WANT YOU ON THE OTHER SIDE LIKE IN ANOTHER GAME THAT CANNOT BE
MENTIONED. WHAT DO YOU THINK? IF NOT IT’S ALRIGHT, WHAT DO YOU THINK BLACK MOMMA!
Cirie - I just read a message where you suggested an alliance of Judd, Misty, myself, and you... Did
I read that right or am I halucinating?
Shane - LOOK, ME , JUDD, AND YOU, WITH ME BEING THE LEAST, ARE THE BEST PLAYERS IN THIS
TRIBE. I THINK WE NEED TO GET THE BEST IN AN ALLIANCE. ME , YOU AND JUDD ARE THE BEST. IF
YOU WANT TO BRING MISTY IN, WE COULD TALK TO JUDD AND SEE IF THATS COOL. PEOPLE LIKE
RAFE AND BOB DAWG ARE IN HERE AND HAVE NO FUCKING BUSSINESS HERE.
Cirie - In complete honesty, we were robbed last time. And nothing would be greater than us
finishing the job at hand. I'm totally down w/ an alliance of you, me, and Judd. Misty's one of the
few people that I have talked to since Aruba ended, so I wouldn't mind if she was there too.
They waste no time pulling in Misty to ensure their own safety.
Judd - Looks like it's just you, me, and Shane here so far. Eh, I can think of worse groups.
Gotta
tell you, it's weird knowing everyone and whatnot. You know my M.O., I know yours. Kind of
exciting, to be honest. Leaves me wondering if, for once, we could actually work together
without turning on each other the first chance we get.
Misty - Okay. That's true. Let's see. Based on who we have here, what do you think we should do?
I'd say if anyone doesn't show up, we got an out for the first boot for sure. Yeah, it's kind of
weird... But we have to deal with the change I guess.
Judd - kind of like how we can pretty much be all business with each other, because we've already
done the pleasantries in so many games in the past.
The way I look at it, you know people
like us are going to be targets for people like Rafe or Bob Dawg. The Ambers of ASS always
prevail because it's so easy to go after everyone who did well the first go-around.
Misty - No. Definitely not. Rafe and Bobby are going to be low-profile for sure. Hell, I expect most
of this tribe to keep their heads down with the obvious exceptions. I agree with what you said
and it's in our best interest to keep each other here. We're good as far as I'm concerned. I'm still
trying to feel out what the others are thinking. Going to talk to them to see what's up.
Misty – CONFESSIONAL - Shane's been moving the pieces so far with Judd's help. The fact
that Shane moved so fast to work with Judd even though he bitched about Judd being cohost in
Peru before that doesn't make me want to trust him. Judd's actually been coming off pretty well
so far compared to Shane who doesn't give me vibes that he trusts me. So that sucks.
Cirie - First off, I have always felt that I made a mistake last time... Out of all my tribemates, I
probably interacted and enjoyed your company the most. I know that you're a smart and
perceptive player, but I also know that you're not malicious, negative, or deceitful. Both Shane
and Judd are approaching me about the idea of an alliance of you, me, and them. They're
arguing that we're the four biggest strategic threats and we should band together in order to
avoid early targets. What do you think?
Misty - Uh, thanks, I guess? lol We're good as far as I'm concerned and I would love to work with you
too. One thing you can always count on is me. That's fast. Just heard from Shane about it. Who
was the one who proposed it?

Cirie - Shane initially proposed it to me with Judd right after. I'm guessing that Shane and Judd
talked about this for a minutes before either one of us logged in.
Misty - Hm. Kind of expected. I think both of them don't feel entirely secure, which makes sense.
Told them both I'm down with it. It works for us right now. Long term we'll have to see.
Shane, Cirie and Judd aren’t the only ones willing to play ball with Misty.
Bob Dawg - So whats our battle plan? I think you,Rafe and I are on the outs.What do we do if we
lose immunity? BTW,Hi! I couldn't show up last night due to a loss of power
Misty - What do you mean we're already on the outs? What have you heard?
I won't be able to
make it to the challenge tonight but I'll be back right after at 8c. Please let me know if hear from
anyone during the day. It sucks that I can't be around. I'll talk to you tonight.
Bob Dawg - It just makes sense. Judd,Shane and Cirie are tight,and we can't depend on Melinda.
Everyone thinks Rafe is wishy washy,and both of us are Outcasts.We need to double team Melinda
into voting with us,and convince Rafe to join us. I think if we have to go to TC,our target should
be Cirie, but hopefully we won't have to worry about it if we win immunity
Misty - Oh man. Sucks that I can't stay. I'll talk to you tonight but please be careful with what you
say to others. I suggest you get a feel of them first before deciding what to do. Check back with
you later.
Bob Dawg - I will, Bobdawg has been in repair. Just think of me as Ironman
Judd has no problem throwing his newest ally, Misty, under the bus.
Bob Dawg - Our tribe seems very "Mogo Mogo"ish. But lets try and act like Chapera in challenges. So
what has Shane been asking? Is he or anyone starting alliances?
Judd - Shane was being his regular obnoxious self, but nobody really talked about any boots last
night, since half of us weren't here yet. Most people were just all, "Gotta win challenges, gotta
show Aruba pride, etc." I do expect alliances to begin forming now that more people have
arrived, though. Plus, Misty's here, so I'm sure she's already trying to set herself up for a power
position.
Bob Dawg - And theres no Terry to "expose" her,so we have to keep an even extra special eye on
her.Even as a fellow Outcast, I'm concerned. I just hope I'm not as hated as last time.I don't think
that would help my game,to be used as a goat again.
Judd - Well, it seems your social game has greatly improved, so I don't expect it to be much of a
problem this go-around.
Rafe arrives and Bob Dawg attempts to put his plan into action.
Rafe - Hey, nice to see you're here! We will kick so much ass!
Bob Dawg - So your interested in working with me?
Rafe - Of course I am! I hate not being around when anyone else is, it makes it hard to figure
anything out. But, I liked the way you played last time, and you saved my ass, so maybe I'll be
able to return the favor this time.
Bob Dawg - Cool,thanks for the compliament

Peru, Day 1

From the 3rd season, Stranded in Peru, which will always wear green, we join:

Amanda (4th place) - I am known for being a huge bitch and a survivor, and I love it.

I think I
won't burn bridges quite as quickly and maybe use a bit more tact when making decisions. I got
burned last time, I'm not going to let it happen again, especially not due to the same people. I

cant wait to vote out Lil.
Christa (11th place) - I think I'm best known for talking way too much (or at least, way too long) and
pretty much having the best send off ever with my little rant thread which had absolutely no
basis in fact. I got played by Lill really good the first time around, and she made me look like a
little bit of a fool. But honestly, I didn't need any help from her.
I definitely can't wait to
vote Amanda out, just because she annoys the shit out of me, and I hate Amanda, the real
Amanda, with a fiery passion.
Courtney (9th place) – I’m best known for constructing the partner alliance, being backstabbed by
Lill, and lying about a car wreck on my way out. I think I've learned not to discuss 'side deals' with
others. And also, not to get paranoid over people not as active to me. I need to understand the
persectives of others better. Honestly, I don't think I'll win.
I definitely want to allign with
Christa. I don't want to rehash the old tribal alliances. I'm kind of weary of Lill, of course.
Ummm.... sursprised not to see Andrew here. Dave is a fucking wildcard.
Dave (15th place) - I am best known for, arguably being the most memorable pre-merge boot of all
time. I verbally abused contestants both on my tribe and the opposing tribe, constantly flirting
with all the women, and some men
and making it all the way to the second episode. I am
going to tone it down a bit, not be so paranoid and not share all my crazy ideas and conspiracies
to myself. You will see the Crazy Dave from Peru return...in time. But I am definitly not going to
be harassing people right off the bat. Lillian. She seemed cutthroat and bitchy. I am not down
with that. She's gone.
James (7th place) – I am best known for being nice guy, getting screwed over by many. Especially
the double boot. Hmph. I'm in a precarious position in the beginning cuz I'll be less active I'm
thinking. Eff real life. I don't think my game play will change too much, since people liked it the
first time. The people on the other seasons, since I have no clue about them'z. On this season, I'd
love to see Lill's torch get snuffed...eventually heh.
Lill (2nd place) - I doubt anybody remembers me from my season ;) I don't know. In the first phase,
when it's just peruvians, I can't pull much behind the scenes. They know me. My best shot is to
hook up with Amanda, Christa and James, and ride them to the tribe swap and see how it goes
from there. Once I'm with unknowns, I can work my magic, assuming I don't honk any of them off.
My luck I'll get stuck with Dave and Shane...<shudder> They may cancel each other out. I won
last time, didn't I? Play against everybody. Vote out everybody. I had a 100% perfect voting
record last game! I don't think I'll be that lucky this time around. Most likely will have people
gunning for me this time.
Ryan (6th place) - In my previus season I was Ryan the Rat. The unreliable flip flopper who never did
challenges. We'll see, I may be as instable as before or less so. I'll definatly be making more
challenges though. Probably not. My limited internet hours are going to be VERY limiting.
HAS to go first. HAS to.
The past enemies of Peru meet yet again only a month after the season ended.
Lill - Long time no see!
Amanda - Nice to see you too Lil. Looks like its only our season people on this tribe, eh?

Lil

Lill - Yeah... That's great. I love all (well, almost all - damn courtney!) of you guys... We'll rock this
joint. we should have a mock drama queen fight for old time's sake, though.
Amanda - Perhaps. I'm already counting my days. You, Christa and Dave all are not fans of mine.
Lill - I'm a BIG fan of yours!
Amanda - You really think after all that went down we can trust each other?
Lill - you can trust ME. I don't even remember much about the last game other than I won it...right?
Christa - Glad to see you back, Amanda. And don't worry. As I stated back in Peru, I'm not going to
quote, "suck Lill's cock" end quote.
Amanda - I've missed you and your WALLS OF WORDS, Christa.
I hope maybe we can work
together a bit more this time. We'll see though, between you, Lil and Dave, there's not much love
for me on this tribe.
Christa - Hey, we're a whole new ball game, girl. And as you know, I'm loyal to my original
tribemates to the point of insanity.
Amanda - You were so close last time.
Christa - Yeah, and whose faults are that? Those? That. I'm gonna go with that.
Amanda - Um... I'm not sure how to answer that.
Old allies Christa and Lill compare notes.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - main goal on this tribe is to take control, not necessarily as a
leader, but with a tight alliance. James and my Skinny RyRy are both close friends of mine, so I'm
certainly hoping that they'll be willing to work with me this time around. As so long as you put a
volatile player like Dave, a villain like Lill, and a psychopath like Amanda on the same tribe,
some serious shit is bound to get stirred up.
Christa - *hugs* Lill, you was rawbed.
Lill - dang courtney and her arbitrary VFTW strategy! Lol. I never expected to win anyways. I had
no idea it would even be close.
Christa - You made me vote for the loser. Why didn't you listen to my question? WHY LILL WHY?!
Lill - I was totally convinced it that I wouldn't get any votes no matter what I said, so I thought I
might as well go out in a blaze of glory. Courtney filled my sucks box with rants and threats to
turn the jury against me, and progress reports saying how effective she was at doing it.
Christa - Courtney was like the evil leaper from Quantum Leap, season 5, and I was like Sam. Only
unlike Sam, I failed my mission. ;_; Then again, you were evil, so maybe Courtney was Sam. But
that doesn't matter. What DOES matter is that Al > Zoe.
Lill - um....ok...<backs away slowly>
Dave arrives giving Amanda yet another former enemy to compete with.
Amanda - Bet you can't wait to get me out, eh?
Dave - Haha no. I have no ill will. I am just happy to be back, and I would actually be totally open
for an alliance because...I don't know much of what happened after I got voted out
am on the outs.

so yeah...I

Amanda - Of course I'm willing. You know what happened last time. You trust James and Courtney
when you shouldn't have when you freaked out about that challenge, which I really didn't throw,
I'm sure you saw my confessionals. It's all water under the bridge though.
Dave - Alright good. If you go back and read my confessionals, I knew I was going cause you and
Courtney were acting funny but yeah I made a mistake, and it was my own fault. I have no hard
feelings. I just wanna do well in this game to make up for a 15th Place finish, know what I mean?
That is hardly All-Star material, so I am willing to make a pact with you. I just wanna know like
right off the bat if you have any targets? Anyone who got you out in this tribe? I heard Lill was a
villain or whatever but I don't even know where to start with this so I will just go along with
whatever you are down with if you really want to start a firm legit alliance.
Amanda - I am totally down with that. Right now I'm not quite sure what to do. It would be kinda
cool to reform an Andoa alliance if Courtney and James would want to, but there's a lot of
different elements to this game.
Dave - whoaaaaaa wait. Courtney is back in this game too!? So what do we have three tribes of 7? I
think it would be neat to get what was supposed to be the gang together again and take out
these asshats. But I am literally up for anything I just don't wanna go home early again.
Amanda - I understand. And yeah she's on the memberlist, so I assume so.
informed, I don't think anyone would really see us working together.

We'll keep each other

The two lowest placing Peruvians make the first alliance on their tribe.
Christa - Both of us got screwed out of the top 10, so what say you to us working together to get
farther than we did last time?
Dave - I am actually liking the sound of that.
Christa - Good, 'cause personally, I don't wanna be on your bad side.
Dave - Haha nah, I save that only for the opposing tribe...or in this case that asshack Shane.
Christa - Yeah, I know. I was competing against you in Peru, remember?
Dave - Haha of course. I recall calling you out on your meth addiction...tee hee hee! only gags....
Christa isn’t the only one attempting to form an alliance.
Lill - how ya doing? We need to get a core alliance together in this group so we can control the
votes and stay together until a tribe swap. I'm guessing we'll be peru for only a few rounds, so we
need to make sure we're together on this. I'm thinking if you, me, James, and Christa form a tight
4, we can control the votes if we need to go to tribal. We're the strongest players of the bunch
and we need to make it through to whatever Probst has for us.
Courtney, Ryan, and Dave are cannon fodder, as far as I'm concerned. Courtney is a no show so
far – She said she wouldn't play if we were on the same team, so she would be an easy first to go.
if she shows, I'm all for letting her play for awhile. Ryan didn't vote for me in the last game, and
wasn't trustworthy, so he's expendible. Dave is a crazy mofo, but we can use him for awhile.
There are too many shit stirrers in this pot already, so I'm not going to be one - for awhile at
least. You can trust me completely. If you want to be the queen, that's fine by me. I just want to
make sure we can remove any targets from our backs in this tribe. What do you think? You in?
Amanda - Fine with me. It's way early in the game, but it seems were going to need something to
stay alive. I know we're both potential targets.

Lill – CONFESSIONAL - I made an overture to Amanda. If I can get her on board, that would
be to my advantage. Let her be the queen if it makes her happy. There's too many shit stirrers
here now, so I'll just hang back and keep my eyes open. I'm thinking Amanda, James, Christa,
Lill. Solid 4 should be the controlling alliance. Ryan didn't vote for me, so he's gone. James and
Christa DID vote for me, so they're cool by me. I need Amanda. Amanda seemed a little nervous
about being here, like she had a bigger target than I did. I'm not sure about that, but I'll see if I
can get us in control. If she's nervous, I may be able to get ahead of the group, and let her be the
figurehead.
When Courtney and James arrive, the alliance from Peru is reborn.
Courtney - I knew you'd get an invite.
James - I'm surprised I got cast for this game actually. I mean...if friggin Dave made it, it just goes
to show how craptacular the male cast was. I wish I could see Andrew’s torch get snuffed.
Courtney - You me and Amanda all screwed over Dave. Lill screwed over everyone. Bottom line,
who can we count on long term to stay loyal in merge/switch situation and not jump to another
season? I'd say maybe see if Christa wants to work with us? She was loyal to a fault. Her problem
was that damn partner alliance we built really limited her options.
James - Christa sounds like a viable option, if she's up for it. I have no idea how many people have
some history with whoever's playing in the other seasons and why they would jump, etc. The best
thing to do I think is to try to win as many challenges as possible. I think our season was the best
anyway...Peru endgame ftw, kthx. Ok I'm telling this to you and only you. I'm leaving a pre-vote
for Dave. No reason really...hope we win.
Courtney - No worries. Even if it changes to someone else, it shouldn't be you. Hopefully, Lill's
challenge ability wins it for us.
Courtney - Hey
Amanda - I've missed you so much.
Courtney - Oh course, you want to reallign, I'm assuming?
Amanda - Fine with me. You know who has already approached me.
Courtney - Is it a hag?
Amanda - Yes! One that's complained about you several times already.
Courtney - Fucking Lill. What have I done to her? She betrayed me and everyone else. You know if
she made it to a merge/switch, she'd jump to another season. You just know it! Well, James told
me he's pre-voting for Dave. Anywho, I'm going to try to get Christa if she ever shows up. I just
feel she'd be a good ally. I know Lill is going to try to get me booted first. UGH!
Amanda - It's up to you. I wish we could talk to Ryan. Me, you, Ryan and James would be great.
Dave seemed to be up for the idea of Andoa reuniting last night, but I'm not so sure that he
wouldn't go to Lil.
Courtney -You me James fucked over Dave. It seems logical that he'd be Lill's best shot at an ally.
But if you think he's cool, then I'm cool with him. Personally, I think Lill is a scheming
backstabbing bitch will fuck this tribe over later on in the game. I want us to flip someone to our
side, not have someone flip from us, you know? Hopefully, Lill hasn't gotten in the ears of James,
Christa, and Dave too bad.
Amanda - I'd rather boot Lil than anyone else. I'm totally with you babe. I really want Ryan and
James to get on during the day so we can get them to agree. The four of us would be perfect.

Courtney - Here's an idea, Amanda... pretend to allign with Lill and get her to vote against, Dave
Ryan or Christa. That way it will be easier for them to fall in our lap and keep the heat off of me.
Knowing he harbors resentment from Peru, Courtney does some major damage control
with Crazy Dave.
Courtney – Contrats on the invite man.
Dave - Thank you, thank you. Maybe we can make some legit deals this time and not let my crazy
paranoia affect the game, causing the tribe (as led by you) to vote out the most inactive player
over myself. I just wanna do better this time. Would you be up for an actual 4 pack of the
original tribe?
Courtney - I hope you aren't pissed at me. And I'm up for a legit deal. Our orginal tribe does have
the majority here and it can carry us over to the first switch. Here's what I'd say... everyone
sticks together... in a merge/switch, we try to flip someone to our side, no one flips to another
season. If we stick together, not get greedy, we got a good shot, you know?
Dave - I am not gonna lie. I did blame you for a while, but I don't now. It was my fault I went and
could have easily been prevented so I have no hard feelings. So yes, I am 110% down for an
alliance of our tribe. Christa tried to offer me an alliance earlier or whatever, apparently she got
booted early too?
Courtney - Well, I'm sorry and I glad you got a second chance. Don't worry, I got screwed later in
the game, so its all good.
So, Amanda gave me her thoughts on the first boot if we go to
tribal and I got my opinions, but what do you think?
Dave - I am thinking either Skinny Ryan or Lill. I heard Lill seemed to be a hardcore player last time
and Skinny Ryan is nowhere to be found. So what do you do?
Courtney - I agree totally. Ryan is probably going to be the most-inactive and Lill is hardcore who
betrayed basically everyone post merge. Lill is who Amanda wants. You have my word, 100% and
10%, that I won't write your name down if we go to tribal. Hopefully, we win the challenge.
Likewise, Lill gets an alliance going.
Lill - how ya doing? We need to get a core alliance together in this group so we can control the
votes and stay together until a tribe swap. I'm thinking if you, me, Christa, and Amanda form a
tight 4, we can control the votes if we need to go to tribal. We're the strongest players of the
bunch and we need to make it through to whatever Probst has for us. There are too many shit
stirrers in this pot already, so I'm not going to be one - for awhile at least. You can trust me
completely. I just want to make sure we can remove any targets from our backs in this tribe.
What do you think? You in?
James - Absolutely babe. In 100%. Though I must say you wanting to work with Amanda sure is
laffos.
Whatever works I guess. Didn't really expect the tribes to start like this but it makes
sense I guess. The other seasons are a complete mystery to me. Hell Ryan never showed up to a
single challenge and he still made F6 right?
Lill - Shouldn't be a problem. Ryan didn't play a single challenge or go to any TC's. Never seen
someone like that make it so far before.
Lill gives the same schpiel to Christa.
Christa - As long as I'm in the alliance, I'm cool with that.

Lill - Cool. I got confirmation from you, Amanda, and James. We're solid. Don't mention anything to
Courtney. I need to see if James and Amanda will keep her out of the loop. If we lose, Ryan goes
I guess. Makes sense. He slid to f6 without competing or attending a single TC. Boo on that.
Christa - My lips are sealed, Lillybear.
Former partners and bitter enemies taunt one another.
Courtney - hi! Sorry, I've been recovering from a freaking car wreak! how much did I miss?
Lill - oh yeah, like I'm gonna fall for that one again!
There are WAY too many drama queens in
this game. As far as I can tell about half the cast are psychos.
Courtney - I hope you aren't too angry at me for the car wreck lie.
It remains as a lame joke
for me to tell now. Ryan still MIA?
Lill - Not really mad anymore. Annoyed that your VFTW strategy cost me the game, but you get
extra credit for using the car wreck to make the mods crazy in loser lodge. You know I don't hold
grudges. Probst told me you refused to play if you were on my team, so we didn't know if you
were coming. Glad ya made it. Looks like a crazy cast.
Courtney - Probst is an idiot. I say all sorts of shit to him. I kept telling him I wasn't going to play
to make him sweat it. Really, the reason you lost was Bri. I still don't understand her vote against
you. When she said she wasn't a bitter juror, I was SURE she was voting for you. We all blew it.
Surprised andrew didn't get an invite. Ah well.
Lill - jeff said he didn't invite any winners. Andrew wasn't a character anyways.
Courtney - So, any ideas on who to boot if we go to tribal? Hmmm
Lill - Ryan's a no show, he's easy cannon fodder.
Dave and Christa discuss their loyalty and who they should stick with.
Dave - Well I think we can take this alliance a good long way. Any thoughts on who should be the
first boot from our tribe?
Christa - It's hard to say at this point, but I'm getting offers from a whole bunch of people. Is
anyone else talking to you about alliances?
Dave - A few people have brought up the idea for one. Who does the group seem to be leaning
toward for a first boot?
Christa - It's hard to say, because there's some people that are more trustworthy than others. But I
do know that your name is being tossed around for some reason.
Dave - I know that James is going to pre-vote for me for some reason or another but I just think
that is stupid. I have 2 solid votes with me to go for Lill, and James is beginning to get a little
shakey and vote that way too. If you joined in it would either be a 5-2 or 4-3 vote with Lill going
home just because she fucked over so many people last time.
Christa - Which two votes? 'cause Lill kinda spooked me today too.
Dave - I've got Amanda and Courtney voting out Lill. James will probably switch his vote over and
Ryan will probably vote that way too if he shows up before the vote.
Courtney is licking her lips in anticipation for getting rid of her biggest rival, Lill, at
the next Tribal Council.
Courtney – This sucks! James pre-voting for Dave. Such crap, you know? Dave is starting to think
Christa and Lill have something going on. Lill suggested to me going after Ryan and Crazy Dave. I
am sure I am on Lill's hitlist though. We need to swing Ryan when he shows up.

Amanda - Absolutely. I wish James didn't prevote for Dave. I wish we had a few days to plan things
out.
Courtney - I think Dave talked to her about booting Lill, but she blew him off because she doesn't
know where anyone else stands as of yet.
Amanda - That or she's Lill's minion once again.
Courtney - We need to get Ryan on our side. Bottom line. You're idea of me, Ryan, James, you
would work to get him on our side. Then we'd have that and orginal tribal allaince with Dave too.

The Arena, Day 1
The All-stars meet one another for the first time. When two of the most volatile
players in the history of the game collide, sparks fly.
Jeff Probst - As you can see you have been divided by seasons. The Bolivia tribe, Aruba tribe and
Peru tribe. I have given you guys a lot of leeway and let's hope this is the first successful all-stars
season for an online game ever.
Amanda - I cannot do anything until 9 pm on Mondays and Thursdays probably not until 10 pm.
So... that's not gonna work for me.
Every other night, whatever is fine.
Shane - SO THE WHINING BEGINS, CONGRATS FUCKER, THE FIRST OF MANY!
Rudy - It's ok Amanda, just try your best. I can tell Shane hasn't learned any manners after Aruba.
Shane - SHUT THE FUCK UP RUDY, YOU THINK YOU HAVE IT MADE CAUSE YOU HOSTED ARUBA, WELL
ITS NOT GONNA HELP YOU WITH SHIT HERE. STOP KISSING UP AMANDAS ASS, ITS SO OBVIOUS
WHAT YOU ARE FUCKING DOING, "O MY QUEEN AMANDA YOU ARE SOOO LOVELY" SHUT THE FUCK
BITCH, YOU DEGRADE YOURSELF.
Amanda - OH NO YOU D'INT. Any of my Peruvian friends can vouch that you do NOT wanna mess
with me... I'll get LIVID!
Judd - Aw, I love fighting amongst tribes.
Rudy - Shane, I have too much class to tango with you... now run a long.
Shane - THANK FUCK THAT MORGAN ISN'T HERE. AMANDA AND RUDY ARE SLOWLY TAKING THAT
PLACE IF THEY KEEP THIS SHIT UP.
Gretchen - wow - fireworks already!
Judd - Wow, I wasn't in Bolivia, and even I still feel nostalgia.
Nice to see people like Gretchen,
Kelly, and Rudy. Looking forward to gaming with you guys.
Shane - SUCK UP! BOLIVIA IS SOOO OVERATED. LET ME RECAP BOLIVA. RUDY GETS FUCKED JOEL
WINS GRETCHEN IS A BITCH THE END!
Lill - No season will match Peru. Lillownage everywhere. Looks like we have a cast full of apeshit
crazies... LOVE IT!
Shane - SHUT THE FUCK UP, DON'T START WITH SHANE, IM NOT IN THE MOOD FOR YOUR SHIT.
Dave - Shawn needs to snort some AIDs!
Shane - GOOD NIGHT ASSHOLES, MAY YOU ALL HAVE SWEET DREAMS OF SHANE!
Dave - GOOD NIGHT YOU DIRTY, DIRTY DOUCHE. DREAM ABOUT ME HARDCORE ANALLY RAPING
YOUR MOTHER AND SISTER, SHAWN.
Jeff Probst - Ok guys knock it off this is not the place for cross tribal fighting, save it for the
challenge.
Courtney - So, yeah. Courtney got in a car wreck in the middle of the night. Not sure I'll be able to
make it. Oh wait... that's just some shit I made up. I'm good.

Lill - you guys are fruity as a nutcake
Gretchen - I hate margin fukkers
Dave - I hate fucking uglies.
Rudy - I've wanted to meet Queen Amanda for a while now. I'm fond of queens.
Amanda - You know Rudy, there is no King... yet.
Rudy - Oh really?! Can I send in an application sometime?
Lill - Amanda'd give Rudy a heart attack... Everybody knows that I'm the real Queen of this game!
Shane - FUCK GREEN, FUCK RED,
Dave - WHOA WHOA WHOA. HOLD THE FUCK ON BUCKO. AIN'T NOBODY IS FUCKING GREEN IN THIS
BITCH YOU PEICE OF SHIT VERMIN FACE CUNTBAG.
Shane - SHUT THE FUCK UP. ARUBA CAME WAY BEFORE PERU, DON'T TRY TO ACT LIKE SHANE. YOU
OBVIOSLY READ THE ARUBA EPISDOES AND WANTED TO BE JUST LIKE SHANE YOU FUCKHEAD
Dave - Now, Now, I don't know who you are Shawn. As a matter of fact, I never read the previous
seasons. So get off my back, and shave your fucking beard you homosexual love making machine
of destiny PIECE OF FUCKING SHIT.
Rudy - oh yay, one crazy lunatic fighting another crazy lunatic. Perfect.
Judd - Wait, wait, wait, everyone hold on just one flipping second... Colleen? Say what? I demand
an explanation. And sexual favors from the new recruit. That's just expected.
Misty - OMG the drama has started early. Lol
Kelly - hehe this is really entertaining...and oh Judd is so dreamy
Judd - A showmance already? And I haven't even turned on the charms, yet!?
Gretchen - Shane is all crazy here, but I bet he's a pansy in the bedroom.
Kelly - so, who else thinks Shane and Dave, if they make the merge, will have angry wild-man sex
with each other?
Misty - Looks like someone's turning on the charm already.
Lill - I left it in Courtney's back...

Now where's that pickax?

Dave - You know Gretch, for a middle-aged ugly chick, you're pretty hott
Gretchen - yeah the headband and highneck bathing suit are SO the man-magnets!
Jeff Probst - Good to see dave back to his normal self... Gretchen/Dave showmance?! ummm... I
think yes!!!
Shane - ENOUGH WITH THE FUCKING SHOWMANCES, IF SHANE WANTS A BITCH, HE WILL GET IT.
SHANE DOESN'T DO COCK, SO DAVE YOU CAN GO FUCK YOURSELF OR JUDD, WHICHEVER YOU
DAMN WELL PLEASE.
Lill - yeah... sure...we believe you.
Dave - YOU ARE MY BITCH, SHAWN. SO ENOUGH OF THAT.
Rudy - As the newly appointed King, I SILENCE you!
Shane - LILL, ALTHOUGH SHANE HAVEN'T ADDRESSED YOU SPECIFICALLY, DON'T THINK I DIDN'T
TAKE NOTICE. SHANE DOES NOT LIKE YOU, YOU FUCKING CUNT. SO TAKE WORD OF THIS. DAVE IS A
SHANE WANNA BE, IF SHANE RECALLS CORRECTLY (AND HE ALWAYS DOES) JEFF PROBST CONNTACTED ME ON AIM DURING
PERU AND SAID" THERE IS SOMEONE TRYING TO BE YOU ON PERU!" IF THAT ISN'T PROOF ENOUGH THEN WHAT THE FUCK IS?

Dave - WHAT IS UP WITH THE SMALL AS FUCK FONT?!?! IS IT BECAUSE YOU KNOW YOU'RE MY BITCH
AND LOVE MY ANALCOCK!?!?
Shane - JUST SHUT THE FUCK UP, YOU CAN'T BE ME, YOU CAN ONLY TRY!
Dave - NOW LISTEN HERE SONNY BOY, SIT DOWN AND LISTEN, YOUR ANTICS HAVE RUN OLD AND
PEOPLE WANT TO PUT OLD BLUE OUT OF HIS MISERY SO GO TAKE A SEAT IN THE GAS CHAMBER
AND OFF YOURSELF, YOU STUPID SKEETSKEET FACE.
Shane - YOUR NOT WORTH THE TROUBLE.

Jeff Probst - Alright gang, as much as I enjoy watching Dave and Shane disguise their secret
manlove for one another, I'm going to lock this for now and until tomorrow's challenge that's all
the tribe interaction youre going to get. Sorry. Hope it was enough to hold you over... it was
enough to hold me over for a year.
Jeff Probst - Welcome All-stars to our first Immunity Challenge. You only need 1 person to work on
this challenge, but the more help you have the faster it'll get done. Before I announce what the
challenge will be, each tribe needs to assign a leader, so you have until 7:05 to pick your leader.
Lill - I'm here, I guess I'm the leader for Peru (no surprise...)
Dave - Lill, Christa and I voted for me. I am the leader of Peru.
Kelly - representing Bolivia here
Dave - Fine nevermind, Lill you can step up...
Colleen - All right, Kelly! Whoo hoo!
Jeff Probst - Okay so we have Lill for Peru, Kelly for Bolivia and... Aruba...?
Judd - I'll be the leader for Aruba, Probsty. Because I'm a good sportsmanship, that's why.
Jeff Probst - Alright guys, let's get this puppy started. In the tradition of Stranded one challenge
has always been the first, and it is no different here. However, because it is an all-stars season
we have upped the anti. You will have a 5x5 puzzle. (that's 25 pieces for the slower
tribemembers *cough* bobdawg *cough*). It will be posted scrambled. Each You will then
reassemble the puzzle correctly. The first tribe to post the final reassembled puzzle in a 5x5
format using the original .gif's posted here wins (that means no assembling in paint or
photoshop and saving it as one image, the pieces must be the original ones i posted). Everyone
understand?
Kelly - got it..let's do this!
Cirie - So, two tribes are going to tribal council?
Gretchen - got it, but this slow page stuff is really getting on my LAST NERVE
Jeff Probst Don't unleash the BITCHEN !!!!!
Let's just make it through this one last laggy
day and tomorrow hopefully everything will run fast and smoothely.
Jeff Probst –

Bob Dawg - I probably have a broader knowledge then most most of the posters at Sucks Poody(I
answered so slowly due to another storm)
Dave - Shut the fuck up Bob Dawg, go eat a dick.
Bob Dawg - Looks like we have a mirror equal to our own Shane

Dave - Wrong Dr. Bob Dawg. I actually have some intellect and wit, whereas that cave man simply
$@$@ off walruses.
Bob Dawg - I like Dave Cruser, but since youve seemingly been possessed by that fucking wraith
Evel Dick, I'll have to go Punisher on your ass
Dave - You want to punish my ass? That sounds pretty homo, DAWWWG.
Bob Dawg - Its an expression. Admit that you can't possibly "own" suh a mighty and confunding
entity such as myself
Shane - SHANE IS HERE! HE KNOWS YOU MISSED HIM!
Dave - GET THE FUNK OUTTA HERE, MANS@#$E CHIN!
Shane - ONCE AGAIN DAVE, YOU DON'T NEED TO POST AFTER EVERYTHING SHANE SAYS, I KNOW
YOU WANT TO BE ME, BUT ENOUGH IS FUCKING ENOUGH DICKFACE.
Dave - FUCK OFF SHAWN, YOU'RE FEEBLE ATTEMPTS AT INSULTS JUST MAKE YOU LOOK LIKE YOU
HAVE A SINGLE DIGIT I.Q. ....OH WAIT.
Jeff Probst - I love how you buffoons (and yes i did go there) are fighting instead of helping your
tribes compete... but i digress.
Judd –

Ryan – Fuck
Judd - Kelly, that was amazingly fucking close. We were obviously meant to be together.
Aruba
= winners?
Kelly - damnit! I was so freaking close!
Jeff Probst - Congratulations Aruba, you have won the first Immunity Challenge in Stranded with
All-stars.
I'm sorry Bolivia and Peru, you will both be joining me at Tribal Council tonight. It
will comense at 9:00c. (1 hour) See you there.

Aruba, Night 1
Misty - We won!!! Fantastic. Going to be interesting to see who the others vote out in about an
hour... Okay. Looks like we have Rafe and Bobby here now. Melinda is still a no show. How's that
going?
Judd - we're the winners. I know you're used to that, but it's a new feeling for me, coming from
Arawak. As for Melinda, if she doesn't show soon, I guess that'd give us an easy first boot. I mean,
inactivity in this game just doesn't fly, because that's no fun for anyone. I talked to Bob Dawg and

made sure he has no idea about our alliance. He should follow along pretty cluelessly for the
time being, so that should be okay. I've talked to Rafe as well, but I think he distrusts everything
I say. He doesn't seem to like the fact that everyone on this tribe booted his ass last time.
Misty - Yeah, of course that's going to be a concern. We did boot them. Actually, I booted Rafe and
Bobby... You went out before that. lol Have either proposed any sort of alliances on anything like
that? It's probably going to be a natural reaction at this point.
Judd - Well, right, my ass was grass way too early to have actually caused most of you peoples'
boots.
But like I said, I really think Rafe distrusts everything I say, so he hasn't tried to pursue
anything with me. Bob Dawg and I are "watching out for each other," but I think he wants me out
of here as well, so we've been incredibly vague about that. I have a feeling I'm not the person
everyone will be approaching for alliances, given my reputation.
Rafe and Misty discuss the state of their tribe.
Misty - So how do you feel about the tribe members we have here? Judd kicked ass at the challenge
which is great. I'm guessing he's probably tried smooth things over with you from Aruba already?
Rafe - He has tried a little. I kind of figured he'd be here, so I already figured that I wasn't going to
come in being all psycho about it, not knowing who else would be here and what their plans
would be. No need to alienate someone before I knew if I'd need him or not, right? He did do
really well at the challenge, we probably would have lost without him. Even though Cirie and I
were figuring out where stuff went, Judd is just so much faster at putting it all together. Good
thing we got that one out of the way!
Misty - He's good at challenges and I think he's selling himself in that way to stick around. You've
talked to everyone right? Melinda still hasn't shown up and Shane and Judd have already
mentioned her as a potential first boot. Of course, our concern for right now it immediate safety.
Bobby also mentioned that he thinks we're underdogs in the tribe or something? How do you feel
about Bobby?
Rafe - I really just can't read Bobby at all. I couldn't last time either, but it turned out that he was
actually being honest with me, so...I still don't know, lol! If Melinda doesn't show up, I can see
booting her first, just because it seems kind of crappy to boot someone who's making an effort
and is showing up over someone who isn't.
Misty continues her earlier conversation with Judd.
Misty - Bobby's mentioned being something of an underdog in the tribe so you're right about being
able to use him. Of course, it's going to be hard to figure out what his actual plans are going to
be since he tends to be a bit random from what I've seen in Aruba.
Judd - BD and Rafe are both pretty hard to read, I agree. That's why they're not in our alliance.
But yes, I'm doing what I can to string Bobby along for the time being. He's concerned about
you/Melinda pairing up and Shane/Cirie pairing up. I told him I'll keep an eye on it. Whatever
that means.
Misty - omg Are you serious? lol What is he basing all of this on?
What about Rafe? I still haven't
gotten anything from him besides some small talk so far. Probably a good idea to be cool with
them for now.
Judd - I guess Bobby's using our old Aruba game as a basis for his speculation. I dunno, the guy's a
bit of an idiot. Rafe is giving me wishy-washy answers and avoiding talking about anything

serious, which is good, ol' Rafe to a tee. I can never read the guy. At least BD's dumb enough to
string along. Rafe is just unreliable.
Already the alliance between Misty, Judd, Cirie and Shane shows signs of instability.
The most devious member of the alliance, Judd, lives up to his reputation.
Rafe - It's so weird to not have to go to TC. I don't know what to do with myself for the rest of the
night. Great job with the puzzle!
Judd - Yeah, it's nice to have this feeling of, you know, not voting someone out. Hopefully Bolivia
and Peru's TCs rip them apart.
Rafe - Lol, I hope so. The more drama on the other tribes the better. So far it seems like we're
pretty drama free, although that could likely change if we ever go to TC.
Judd - So have you been talking to people? I know everyone probably wants my ass outta here, but
as long as I don't go before an inactive...
Rafe - A little bit, no one has really come out and said "Hey, we need to get rid of so-and-so". Misty
asked about the challenge, and I told her we probaly wouldn't have won without you. I personally
don't think it would be fair to get rid of anyone before Melinda, since she hasn't shown up yet.
Even the suckiest person ever should stay over an inactive. Hopefully everyone else will feel the
same way. I'm really glad we didn't have to go to TC tonight, so now there's at least a little time
to figure stuff out.
Judd - I agree entirely. Inactives are always the first boots, for a damn good reason. If Melinda
doesn't show up, Melinda has to go, end of story. Not fair to keep her around over players who
have put their time and energy into competing in this game.
Rafe - Yeah, that's mostly what I've been getting too. I almost think they're waiting to see if
Melinda shows up before making any plans.
Judd - Possible. Melinda's a pretty damn good player, I must say, so I can see people wanting to
hook up with her. Obviously she and Misty get along really well, so I'm a bit afraid of that duo. BD
thinks Cirie/Shane will also get together in a pairing. Paranoia, paranoia, paranoia.
Rafe – CONFESSIONAL - My goals for his game go in steps. First step is to make it past the
first couple boots, which from what I hear could be difficult, since I'm so untrustworthy and all.
Once I get past the first couple boots, than I start planning on the merge, and then once that
happens I start planning for the end-game. So, for now my plans are to get Judd out tonight. This
could be difficult, but it's something that I feel needs to be done if I want to advance in this
game. Judd makes alliances with everyone. And people seem to want an alliance with him
Judd - By the way, looks like inactive Sue will be booted over at Bolivia, but Peru should have
quite the interesting TC. Hopefully Dave sticks around so you can tear into him come tomorrow.
Shane - YEA AND IT REALLY MAKES 0 SENSE WHY DAVE, A PERSON WHO WAS BOOTED 2ND IS HERE.
BTW, WHEN ARE YOU GONIG TO MAKE THAT TOPIC REVEALING HOW THE PERU PEOPLE ARE AND
WHO PLACED WHERE? IM DYING TO READ IT.
Judd - That's because Dave was like a min-version of you, and was by far the biggest character of
the season for the two rounds he lasted.

Bolivia, Night 1
As Bolivia prepares for Tribal Council, Kelly cuts to the chase.

Kelly - Hey Colleen! wanna just vote Sue since she's not here anyway?wanna
Colleen - Okay, Kelly -I have no ties and know no one here, but I'm here and wanting to play- so
hopefully Sue gets my vote because she's a no show. Am i dead meat?
Kelly - alright, I guess were voting Susan then
Colleen – CONFESSIONAL - arrrgghhh -that sucks. so we lost the challenge and by
milliseconds -literally. And I have no relationship with any of these people yet -I'm at their
mercy. Luckily, Sue's a no-show so I'm hoping... time to go work some magic.
Kelly - hey, you wanna just vote sue since she's not here?since
Greg - yes, I prevoted Sue
Rudy sees Colleen as an opportunity and takes her under his wing and the first
friendship of All-stars is born.
Rudy – CONFESSIONAL - So it was finally revealed that Colleen, was...in fact Colleen. I had
my suspicians from the jump, but I wasn't sure if SHE was actually who I thought. I didn't want to
give my hopes up, but... how amazing! I'm like star struck right now in the way Erik is star struck
24/7. Yeah, I know she's pretty infamous for playing great games, but I don't care, I think she's a
sweet heart outside of the game, so I'm coming in with a good impression of her. Of course, I
WOULD be the one she screwed over in the end, but I'm optimistic as of right now. I'm just afraid
she's going to come in already a threat to most people. I'd like to be able to use her to my
advantage however.
Rudy - You're good with me, but Sue is not. She didn't show up, and I don't like that. Plus, you're a
sweet heart from what I know!
Colleen - I'm loyal beyond belief -just don't want to make a hasty vote because I don't know
anyone, you know. Sue makes sense, and then just hope I'm not deadmeat next round.
Rudy - WEll I like you! Don't worry about not knowing people, I'm more than welcoming. New
people are nice to have around! haha Don't be silly, you're vote isn't hastey at all. As soon as the
IC was over with, I knew I was voting Sue without talking to anyone.
Colleen - thank you, Rudy. thank you so much. I just need someone off the bat I can trust -even if
that person tells me I'm going home. I'm willing to take a chance and build trust with you.
Rudy - Oh don't call it a chance at all. You offer me trust, I offer you trust. It's as simple as that!
It's going to be crazy, this game, so I want people on my side who are strong, on my side, and
trustworthy towards me. There's not often times you ever find those people in these games, and
I'm confident in my vibe with you. You and I are cool.
Colleen – CONFESSIONAL - I'm feeling good about Rudy right now. I mean as much as you
can -not just about whether I can trust him, you can't trust anyone in this thing. But he's smart
and thinks like me and that could benefit us both.
While the tribe seems to be settling on the inactive Susan, a disgruntled Alicia has a
score to settle.
Alicia - Vote for Grechen tonight?
Colleen - Not Sue, are you sure? I don't know anyone other than the first hello.

Alicia - based on the last time I played with 'grechen' I think it would be for the best
Colleen - really? Dangerous? Sneaky? I don't know anything and that's what tough -do we need her
for challenges? Will Sue show up? DO I bring this up to anyone? Help!
Alicia - Last game she was so-so at challenges, but better than I lol. Sue eventually showed up last
game, and made it to the final 2. Go with the tribe if you must, I'm voting for grechen
Colleen - So far I've got two people telling me Sue -and haven't heard from Gretchen. I'm willing to
do what's best -but is Gretchen the type to screw us later? I'm loyal to a fault in these things.
Alicia - I do not expect to win, but I need to outlast Grechen. Do this for me, and I will be yours for
as long as I remain in the game. I have not heard from Greg, Rudy nor grechen.
Alicia - We lost! I say we vote for Grechen
Kelly - nah, it would be unfair for her, who's actually here, let's just vote Susan
Alicia - I am voting Grechen I HAVE TO
Kelly - ok then...
Alicia - Do you not remember the last game?! OMG the drama. Lets nip that in the bud right now.
Kelly - yeah but there'll be even more drama if we keep Sue...we can't have her slip through the
cracks by just plain old not being here
Alicia - True, but its an easy vote later on, for Sue, yes? I know you are back in with Greg and
Rudy, I have not heard from either. I do not expect to win. BUT PLEASE I MUST OUTLAST
GRECHEN!
Kelly - you'll outlast Gretchen, just right now we gotta re-group as a tribe and we gotta get rid of
Susan
Kelly, ever the opportunist, reports to Gretchen on Alicia’s vendetta.
Kelly - oh heads up, Alicia's voting for you
Gretchen - oh great
Never the introvert, Gretchen confronts the problem head on.
Gretchen - really, what's up?
Alicia – hi, Who you voting for?
Gretchen - why is Kelly telling everyone that you're voting for me?
Alicia – CONFESSIONAL - I hated Grechen the last time around, but she outed Kelly as the
lying backstabbing bitch she is, so
Unaware that Gretchen has just confronted Alicia, Kelly plays dumb with Alicia.
Kelly - so we're voting Gretchen then?
Alicia - You are such a bitch. You no longer have my trust nor respect.
Kelly - oops sorry, I meant Susan ^_^
Alicia pushes the issue on Colleen, who is unaware of the Bolivian history.
Alicia - I just learned Kelly has told everyone that I wanted to vote for Grechen behind my back
and to Grechen as well.

Colleen - Rudy, Kelly and Greg all told me Sue and haven't heard from Gretchen. I'm so low man on
the totem pole, so I need help- and I'll help you if you help me here. I just don't want to be out
next because I didn't know anyone. So the votes are there for Sue regardless -unless I'm being
played but why would they do that already.
Alicia - Hey, if I last this TC, I will have your back. To give you a bit of backstory, everyone except
myself were on the oposite tribe in the last game. So I am deft low man as well. I already voted
for Kelly, though she rocked the challenge, already betrayed me to everyone else.
Kelly - ok, I think i screwed it up with Alicia
Gretchen - i don't know what the hell is going on, but I already voted Sue. I'm not voting anyone
who actually showed up to participate.
Kelly - Same here, I already voted Sue...I think I might have screwed up with Alicia though, I
must've missent a message that was supposed to be to you about her targetting you...what was
the last 3 messages i sent you?
Gretchen - Kelly, you're freaking me out here. All I got from you was 'heads up, Alicia is voting for
you she wants you out and wants to outlast you more than anyone"
Kelly - ok that's right, something's up with Alicia. She's gunning for you earlier, and then I talked to
her about not voting for you...and then bam she's gunning for me.
Alicia and Kelly have a very public falling out just hours before Tribal Council.
Alicia - Out PMs much? Got nothing to say now? :wags finger
Kelly - what? all I was saying is that we should vote for Susan and that we all actives gotta stick
together
Alicia - Is there anything else? I never asked you NOT to tell anyone what we exchnaged in PMs, but
to hear it that you are running around telling everyone what I said does not convey any trust you
backstabing bitch
Kelly - oh, i'm sorry. I wasn't running around telling everyone though...
Alicia - Well now that everyone knows that you dont keep private messages private, wanna take a
stab in the dark as to who told me that what I told you? LOL you are a fool kelly, despite being
good at the challenges. You will not win this game.
Rudy - Oh.My.
What is going on y'all?!
Kelly - nah go ahead, I'm not fighting with you Alicia, it was an honest mistake.
Kelly – CONFESSIONAL - The thing with Alicia is really bugging me, I mean come one, I was
just trying to make her not do something stupid and go straight for personal vendettas, if
anything she made an automatic target of herself as the next boot if we lose! I'm so ticked off!
the show has barely started and already we're getting all dramaticy...I wanna keep on winning
the challenges and then get rid of Alicia... It's weird I already want us to merge, I wanna work
with Judd real bad.
In true Gretchen fashion, she confronts the situation head on.
Colleen - I really don't want to go out next though because I don't know anyone. But what else can I
do -Sue didn't show up. Makes sense to me.
Gretchen - I think Kelly is doing her darndest right now to create drama, and it baffles me because
I can't even remember Alicia never mind figure out why she'd want to vote for me. Kelly is
freaking me out.

Colleen - whyyyy? why would they do that this early? We're going to break before we even start the
game. Who can I trust around here? Am I being dumb? I know Sue is the right choice right now. No
worries from me, Gretch -I'm voting Sue. All I hear is Sue.
Gretchen - when I have a few more minutes (I'm in the middle of something else right now too), I'll
fill you in. Let's just say I don't think Kelly is who Kelly was the last time I played against Kelly.
She's being too weird. Everyone else is voting Sue. I already voted Sue because I dont know how
much longer I can be here or if I'll be here for TC. it's set and I can't change it.
Colleen - okay, here's the deal. I say Sue for obvious reasons. And then get a feel for this drama,
and figure out who can be trusted and not -and for those who can't how to keep them feeling
fine. Or else we're all going to lose and lose fast. I'm telling you I'm loyal -loyal beyond belief.
Colleen – CONFESSIONAL - So, wow, oh wow. We're going to council -and c'mon, it's a no
brainer -Sue or at least me. wait it out and drama unfolds -Alicia says vote out Gretchen. Does
she have anyone for this? NOoooo. Circkets, man. And then Kelly outs it- and Kabooom! What are
these people thinking? And good for me -cause guess who's out of the crossfire? Tooo funny. I
might actually be able to get somewhere in this thing now. Let's play!
Rudy discusses the irony that he and Gretchen aren’t the ones fighting.
Rudy – CONFESSIONAL - Problem right now is that we're going to TC, and we have to vote
someone out. The obvious targets would be Susan and Colleen, Sue, because she hasn't even
showed up yet, and Colleen because she isn't from the Stranded Series technically.
Rudy - Isn't this nice? I do hope Kelly and Alicia patch things up. Was voting Sue good with you,
because that's where I think I'm going to go.
Gretchen - I already voted ages ago. I'm not about to kick anyone out who actually showed up. The
drama? Alicia told Kelly that she was angling for me, so Kelly told me, so I asked Alicia what was
up with that? Sounds like a double secret alliance going on somewhere that backfired. And you're
right - no drama for you or me!
Rudy - A double secret alliance? And why would Alicia go for you?! You helped out with the IC!
Gretchen - I have no idea. According to Kelly, she's angling for me and wants to outlast me more
than anyone else. Am I forgetting some drama from Bolivia? Because Alicia isn't really on my
radar. But the thread she started pretty much confirms it. I thought Kelly was messing with my
head, but for Alicia to lash out like that, she showed her hand.
Rudy - Yeah, Alicia was pretty fiery in Bolivia as I remember it. idk what her beef is with you
though. I don't have any beef with anyone thankfully! hehe alicia is probably just mad that
someone already caught her playing too much too soon.

Bolivia’s Tribal Council, Night 1
Jeff Probst - Welcome Bolivians. Come on in and have a seat. Behind each of you is a torch. Grab it
and get fire. Fire represents your life in this game, when it is gone, so are you.
Colleen - Oh boy -I didn't want to see this place so soon. Sucksville.
Rudy - *grabs torch and silently takes a seat*
Gretchen - major sucksville
Colleen - I got a damn splinter already. Ouch. Fire represents life... (closes eyes and says a prayer)
Jeff Probst - Gretchen, how is returning to your old stomping grounds?

Gretchen - It looks a lot different Jeff - almost cavelike. But I like it!
Jeff Probst - Rudy, how was the reunion of sorts? Were you happy with how the tribes were
divided?
Rudy - Yes, I was pretty happy. I don't know too many of the Peru people, so I'd probably feel kinda
uncomfortable, so it's good to reconnect with the people I spent some time with.
Jeff Probst - Colleen, how are you fitting in? What's it like coming in from the outside to a group of
people who all know eachother and who you may know nothing about?
Colleen - Are you kidding me, Jeff? It's hard as hell. But I'm having fun. And just seeing how people
were acting at challenge beach, I was like oh boy, I've missed out on a lot of history here! So,
who knows. I can only do so much. And take it for what it is.
Jeff Probst - Gretchen, being somewhat of an expert in arguments... What is your advice to Kelly
and Alicia?
Gretchen - advice? are you kidding me? I'm hiding out on the other side of the island from that one.
Colleen - I actually thought they were joking around. So I'm like, that can't be for real, not now.
But I'm not Alicia or Kelly, so what can you do?
Jeff Probst – Gretchen, So you're trying to steer clear of the drama this go-round?
Gretchen - I'm completely steering clear of the drama, though it does make me wonder what
crawled up Alicia's butt and died.
Jeff Probst – Rudy, What is your relation to the Aruba tribemates seeing as you co hosted their
season?
Rudy - Well, I thought I was on pretty good terms with most of them...until Shane opened his
mouth and started harassing me. I know for a fact he's usually the spokesman for his tribe, so it
frightens me that if he doesn't like me, then most of Aruba possibly doesn't like me.
I wish
crazy people didn't have such loud mouths.
Colleen - oohhhh, Rudy was cohost. See, now the secrets come out.
Jeff Probst - Alright guys, I wont keep you up too much longer, I'm going to go tally the votes
unless someone feels they may need time to decide?
Colleen - I'm good. I'm hoping we come together stronger next time and knock those other guys
out. That's all from me.
Jeff Probst – Alright everyone, I'll read the votes:
http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/allstars/btc1.html

Peru, Night 1
Courtney and Amanda are working hard to get their nemesis Lill voted off.
Courtney – Maybe e could just offer Christa a four person alliance with you, me, Dave to secure her
vote against Lill?
Amanda - Do you think she would agree to that? I'm not sure how close they are outside the game.
Courtney - Yeah, I have no idea. The other option would be for you to make sure her and Lill vote
against Ryan. James' pre-vote for Dave. They vote for Ryan. You, me, Dave have the majority to
boot Lill.
Christa - I'm getting approached by everyone. Lill said she wanted an alliance with you, me, and
James. Did she tell you that?
Amanda - Yeah. While Courtney told me she wants something else. It's basically turning into Lil vs
Courtney.

Lill accepts the first boot to be the no-show Ryan.
Lill - best to get the targets off our backs right away, before others come and try to take pot shots
at us
Amanda - So who do you want to target. Perhaps Ryan, he's the only person who hasn't shown up,
and we know how wishy-washy he can be.
Lill - yeah. Ryan never attended any challenges or TC's last game and made it to F6. I'm not sure
why that makes him an all-star...
first.

No show so far, so I definitely would be fine with him going

Christa - What I've heard is that she wants me, Amanda, James, and herself in a four-person
alliance. Now, I tried that and I got screwed over last time, and I'm especially wary of someone
who contacts me as the fourth person in a four-person alliance. Plus, I just don't think it's smart
to isolate three people right off the bat.
Dave - I think that would just be really dumb to align yourself with the most cut-throat player in
the game, who fucked over her own ally in her last season even when a reward was up for grabs
if you stayed with them. With me, you know I am straight up, in your face, and kinda rude, but I
am honest and a man of my word. I think me and you should stick it out to the end and prove
that we can do some damage if given a fair shot, know what I mean? If we join up with Courtney
and Amanda, at least just to vote this round then we get rid of the most untrustworthy person in
the game and can earn the trust of at least those two and do what we want from there.
Christa - I was saying I'd stick with you. I don't wanna get screwed again. Fool me once, shame on
Lill, but fool me twice, shame on me.
Dave - That's right. Let's take this bad bitch out
I am pumped.
Christa - I think she screwed herself by making a fucking four-person alliance on the first day. I
mean, I made an alliance with you, and it's just with you. I didn't bring it two more people
without really asking you about it. It was a bad move on her part.
Dave - Exactly. And by any chance, who was throwing around my name for a potential boot
candidate?
Christa - All I heard it from was Lill. She was saying that Ryan should go first, then you or
Courtney, then whoever was left of you two.
Dave - Alright thanks. No one has brought up your name at all. It's between Lill and Skinny right
now between the tribe and it should be a 4-3 or 5-2 or hell maybe even 6-1 with Lill leaving. She
has no idea right now. She is convinced Skinny is leaving. I told her I would vote for him, you
should to if you haven't already but I am sure you have
Ryan finally arrives seemingly sealing Lill’s fate.
Christa - *snuggles* How's my old showmance buddy doing?
Ryan - It's awsome that we're divided by tribes to start
So I'm good!
Christa - Lill's the target for tonight, at least according to what I've heard.
Ryan - Courtney sent me a PM saying you targeted me, I'm assuming that was out of necesity and
beleive you. Lil seems like the best choice to me too.
Christa - Nah. I just told her it was you because I didn't know if I could trust her.

Ryan - Well as much as she did rat you out and wants you out of the game. We also know that she
was very upset at me being targeted and that eliminating Lil was her primary goal. I'm darn sure
she prevoted Lil.
Christa - Yeah, that's what I've heard too. i think she ratted me out because she thought I was
turning on her, but I just hadn't had a decent chance to respond to her PMs. Hopefully I've
appeased her for now.
Ryan - OK. I'm happy Lil is first. Twas my hope.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - Well, after everyone has gotten somewhat settled in, the
general consensus is that we need to get rid of Lill. Personally, I think she made a horrible
decision to try and approach several of the people she screwed over in Peru with an alliance,
specifically one that would alienate half of the tribe. I mean, she already has enemies in the
form of Courtney and Amanda and yet she still had to put herself out there on the chopping
block. Personally, this works out well for me, because my ideal alliance would be Dave, Skinny
RyRy and James, and if I can take out Lill right off the bat, then I think I'm in a good position, as
that leaves just one more person to get voted off before I have control of this tribe.
Amanda - It sucks we lost. You still plan on going after Ry?
Lill - yeah. He was no help at all. At least crazy dave is semi entertaining for now.
Amanda - Do we have the votes? Christa, me, you and James, right?
Lill - ya you me, dave, chirsta, and I told James earlier, but I haven't seen him since...
Meanwhile, Dave attempts to be apart of the group and target Lill.
Dave - so yeah, James/Amanda/Courtney already sent there pre-votes in tonight. All 3 are for Lill,
so we're taking her out tonight. I suggest you vote that way cause she has been petitioning to
boot you all day.
Ryan - Yeah, taking out Lil is my primary goal as well. I'm ON it
Dave - So you didn't vote for her last game or something when she was final two? she told me that
was why she wants you outta here. She tried to make a four pack alliance with christa/ james/
her /amanda and they were like...OKAY! Then made a plan to boot her haha. Just play dumb. It
should be a nice blindside to start the season off
Ryan - Lil is the most dangerous player here. So she HAS to go first. She's pissed I didn't vote for
her? Sure, she lost Peru because of me, but her jury performance SUCKED
Dave - haha I love it
She is not gonna see it coming at all. Everyone told her they were voting
for you, I can't wait to see her face when the only vote for is from her. I've got your back, buddy.
Dave - So the votes are going to Lill tonight, are you down?
James - Yup! 100%. Sucks to lose.
Dave - May I ask you a question though? How come you casted my name as the pre-vote?
not taking it personal or anything against you, just wanted to know.

I am

Dave - So yeah, the vote is gonna be like 6-1 Lill. Ryan and Christa are on board and James just
needs to change his pre-vote and we're good.
Amanda - Awesome. What a huge slap in the face that will be. Ten bucks say she blames it all on
me.

Dave - Yeah haha. I am glad all you guys can get your revenge on that evil twat...and frankly I just
don't like her. Thus my taunting last season. But yay. If I survive tonight I break my record and
survive two tribal councils!
Amanda - Yay! I'll be very proud of you Dave.
Ryan - I've heard Lil targetted me and it was flipped on her ass. So you can celebrate that huh?
Amanda - Yeah, I think it's going to be possibly unanimous.
Ryan - That'll show that bitch.
Amanda - I think the six of us can work together pretty well.
Ryan - Exactly, we're better without that whore. Without her, we just have awsome people left,
and other anti-Lil statements.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Looks like Lil is TOAST tonight. Everyone has pretty much
agreed to it.
Yay! It's finally time for that bitch to get what she's always had coming. I've
hated that c%^t from the moment I met her. I know she already had major plans coming into this
game. She PMed people before the game even started to make plans... BAD MOVE, BABE! She is
way too into the game, and that comes off as a huge threat, so everyone knows she has to go.
And after her c#%tastic performance last time, nobody wants her around. I will miss dissing her
though, because I love making fun of her and ripping her a new asshole
vindicated yes. LONG LIVE QUEEN AMANDA!

But I will be

Peru’s Tribal Council, Night 1
Jeff Probst - Welcome Peruvians. Come on in and have a seat. Behind each of you is a torch. Grab
it and get fire. Fire represents your life in this game, when it is gone, so are you.
Ryan - I actually have to go very soon guys. Jeff, ask me a question, now.
Jeff Probst - Ryan, why do you deserve to stay over some of the other players?
Ryan does not answer the question and leaves early.
Jeff Probst - Dave, do you feel like you deserve to be here amongst all-stars?
Dave - Well it all depends on what you define as an all-star. If you go by gameplay and or
placing...well then no...not really. I've never seen someone voted out 2nd be considered an AllStar. But no one can really deny I was one of the most entertaining forces at will in Peru that
season. And because I made an impact in the 6 days I was there, I gained the right to come back.
I did make an impact, I was memorable, and in the end, that is what made me All-Star material.
That is why I am here.
Jeff Probst - Lill it's no secret youve pissed off a majority of your old tribemates... adn now youre
stuck with them in all-stars. Was that awkward or do you think that your past actions will not
have too much of an affect this season?
Lill - no...should it? We're all one big happy family now...right?
Amadna - I'm always the last to get a question. :-/
Lill - yeah but I always get the "so you pissed off everyone you know, are you worried they're gonna
stab you in the back tonite?" questions!
Jeff Probst – Amanda, You were put through the ringer last season and fought through it, do you
think that puts a target on your back or does it play into people's sympathy?

Amanda - I think it can be a bit of both, actually. I think everyone can be seen as a threat for
different reasons.
Hopefully nobody's getting too jealous of QUEEN AMANDA. I know it's hard
not to be jealous.
Jeff Probst - Alright guys, I won't keep you up for too much longer. Does anyone feel that they may
need a little more time to decide their votes (or persuade others)?
Lill - guys, please don't vote for me...until final TC... thanx!
Jeff Probst - I'll read the votes: http://strandedgaming.com/episodes/allstars/ptc1.html
Lill - Thanx guys! Have a great game!
Dave - GETS TA STEPPIN OFF MY TRIBE BITCH
Christa - Bye Lill. Sorry it had to be this way.
Dave - I'm Not!
James - I expected her final words to be a tad more...Lill-esque.
Dave - ZOMG! I got so freaked out by the first vote. Luckily it was just Lil's
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - Ouch! Unanimous. They were stupid. really stupid to vote me out.
While all of Peru celebrates the departure of their most hated and threatening tribe
member, Jeff Probst has some news in store for the departed.
Jeff Probst - Cmon in Lill and Susan! What would you say if I were to offer you a second chance at
this game?
Lill - hell yeah. Courtney is cold.
Jeff Probst - Well youre about to get one. Tomorrow one of the two of you will be reentering the
game. You will be put up as a "surprise reward" at the next immunity challenge. The tribe that
wins will get to select one of you to reenter the game and become apart of their tribe.
This means that whomever they chose will get an extra 4 days in this game at least to mingle in
with a whole new group of people. The person who is not selected will be the official first boot
of All-stars. Hang tight until tomorrow when I announce the special reward and bring you in for
the challenge.
Have a good night.
To be continued…

